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A Three-Dimensional Analogue to the Method of

Bisections for Solving Nonlinear Equations

By Krzysztof Sikorski

Abstract.   This paper deals with a three-dimensional analogue to the method of
T

bisections for solving a nonlinear system of equations F(X) = 9 = (0, 0, 0)   ,

which does not require the evaluation of derivatives of F.

We divide the original parallelepiped (Figure 2.1) into 8 tetrahedra (Figure 2.2),

and then bisect the tetrahedra to form an infinite sequence of tetrahedra, whose

vertices converge toZSÄ    such that FiZ) = 0.   The process of bisecting a

tetrahedron <¡> EXE2E^E^ with vertices E¡ is defined as follows.   We first locate

the longest edge E¡E-, i ¥= j, set D = (E¡ + EA/2, and then define two new tetrahedra

<T> EpEkEj and O DEjEjçEj, where / # t I # i, i * k, k ¥= j and fc * /.

We give sufficient conditions for convergence of the algorithm.  The results

of our numerical experiments show that the required storage may be

large in some cases.

1.  Introduction.  It is of interest to find a globally convergent numerical method

for the solution of a nonlinear system of equations

(1.1) F{X) = 0,    where F: D C R"  -+ R" and 0 = (0, . . . , 0)T G R",

which does not require the evaluation of derivatives of F.  In the scalar case n = 1 the

method of bisections satisfies the above requirements.  In this paper we deal with a

three-dimensional analogue of the bisection method.

The main properties of the presented method are as follows:

(1) global convergence (i.e. starting polyhedron P can be arbitrary large, see

Section 2);

(2) the method requires only the evaluation of F;

(3) linear convergence of the method with a constant q which is independent of F.

However, we must admit that the required storage may be large in

some cases.  Moreover, we will assume, that the topological degree deg(F, Int P, 6) ¥= 0.

Then by Kronecker's theorem [2] the equation (1.1) has at least one solution in

Int P. The topological degree deg(F, Int P, 6) can be evaluated by means of the

algorithm described in [3].

The method is a generalization of the two-dimensional bisection algorithm pro-

posed by Harvey and Stenger; see [1].  We assume that the reader is more or less

familiar with the work of Harvey and Stenger [1], since our ideas and proofs are

similar to those presented in [1].
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2.  Method of Bisection of Tetrahedra.  Let the points E¡, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, where

E¡ = E¡+4 be four noncollinear points in R3.   A tetrahedron <p> EXE2E3E4,

where

<S>EXE2E3E^={XGR3:X=   £ A,.£¿, X, > 0,   Z\=1|" i=i j'=i J

is bisected into two tetrahedra as follows.  Find the longest edge E{E-, i ¥= j. Next,

set D = {E¡ + Ej)/2 and define two new tetrahedra <$>EiDEkEl and <f> DEfi^,,

where j ¥= I, I ¥= i, i =£ k, k =£ / and k + l.

We now describe a simple test for determining whether or not the point 0 belongs to

<$>EtE2E3E4.
If A = (a, a2 a3)T, B = (bx b2 b3)T and C = (c, c2 c3)T are three noncollinear

points in the space, then define a linear form

L(A, B,C;X) = (bx - ax)(c2 ~a2)(x3~ a3) + (b2 -a2)(c3 -a3)(x, -a,)

+ (c, -a,)(ft3 -a3)(x2 -a2)-{b3-a3){c2 -a2)(x, -a,)

-   (b2 - a2)(cx - a,)(x3 - a3) - (c3 - a3)(£, - a,)(x2 - a2),

where X = (x, x2 x3)r.

Let LABC = {X G R3 : L{A, B, C;X) = 0} denote the plane containing the

points A, B and C. The plane LABC divides the space into two regions Rx and R2

where

Rx = {XG R3: L{A, B,C;X)> 0},      R2 = [X G R3 : L{A, B, C; X) < 0}.

Thus, the tetrahedron <£> EXE2E3E4 is given by

^> EXE2E3E4 =   H   [XeR3: L{Ep Ei+X, Ei+2;Ei+3)L (£",, Ei+X, Ei+2; X) > 0}.
f=i

The point 0 belongs to <J> EXE2E3E4 if and only if

(2.1) L{E0Ei+x, Ei+2; Ei+3)L(EV Ei+X, Ei+2; 6)>0   for i = 1, 2, 3, 4.

It is easy to observe that

(2.2) L(A, B,C;X) = - L(X, A, B; <7) = L(C, X, A; B) = -L(B, C, X; A),

(2-3) L(A, B, C; 6) - L(B, C, X; 0) + L(C, X,A;6)- L(X, A, B; 6) = L(A, B, C; X).

These equations simplify the verification whether or not 0 belongs to <J> EXE2E3E4.

Finally, let us set TF <I> EXE2E3E4 = <f> F(Ex)F\E2)F(E3)FiEa).  Note that

all these concepts can be naturally generalized to the case « > 3.

Forming a Starting Parallelepiped.   A starting parallelepiped is similar to the

rectanglar parallelepiped shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1

We divide this polyhedron into 8 tetrahedra as in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2

There are four tetrahedra congruent to the tetrahedron A and four congruent or plane

symmetrical to the tetrahedron B.

A. B.

ï^ f    >r«
It is evident that the tetrahedron B can be obtained by bisecting the tetrahedron A.

Let 5 be a family of tetrahedra with the property that each member of the

family is either similar to a particular member of that family, or else it is plane sym-

metrical to a member of the family.
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We shall see that bisecting of the tetrahedron A yields only four distinct families

S¡; i = 1, 2, 3, 4. From this we can easily compute the minimal angle of the consider-

ed tetrahedra. The bisection of the tetrahedron A yields the following four tetrahedra:

4^  ^2   Plane symmetrical fe*   &X-   congruent

In the sequel the bisection of D yields two tetrahedra belonging to the family of B;

see Figure 2.3.

By simple evaluations we have

(2.4) The minimal angle between edges of the tetrahedra A, B, C and D is equal

to 7, « 35°16', sin 7, = \/3/3.

(2.5) The minimal angle between the edges and faces of the tetrahedra A, B,

C and D is equal to 72 = 30°.

(2.6) The angles between faces whose intersection is the longest edge in A, B, C

and D are equal to 90°, 45°, 60° and 90°.
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(2.7) The angles between faces in A, B, C and D are equal to 45°, 60°, 90°, or

120°.

(2.8) Bisection Algorithm.   In this section we describe an algorithm which is a

generalization of the bisection method to the three-dimensional case.

(1)Divide Pinto tetrahedra <£>,, / = 1, . . . , 8; (see Figure 2.2)

M := 8;

(2)7 :=1;

(3)Is/<M

(No) Go to (7)

(Yes) 0 G 7> O,?

(No) /:■•/+ 1; Go to (3)

(Yes) Go to (5)

(4) Bisect <J>j into <3>, and <T>2

<!>/ := <>, ;

for J := M step -1 until 7 + 1 do

0;+i ~Oj'

0/+1   :=<>2'

M :=M+ 1;

0 G TF <£>/?

(Yes) Go to (5)

(No) 7:= 7+ 1;

0 G TF <X>p.

(Yes) Go to (5)

(No) Go to (6)

{S)gf := the length of the longest edge of <t>r

Is g, < e?

(Yes) Print g{, the vertices of <£>, and (STOP)

(No) Go to (4).

(6)Let <T>/ = <$> AXA2EXE2, where AXA2 is the longest edge of <£>/

(Figure 2.4) and let D = (Ax + A2)/2.

*L

A,
Figure 2.4

Compute the angle a between the planes of A XA2EX and AXA2E2.

N := 27r/a;From Eq. (2.6), 27r/a is equal to 4, 6 or 8.

K :=2;
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(6.1) Compute EK + X as the symmetrical point to EK_X with respect to the

plane of A XA2EK.

Is EK +, in PI

(No) Go to (7)

(Yes) <J>, :=<$>AXEK + XDEK

<S>2:=<l>DEK+xA2EK

for J := M step -1 until 7 + 1 do

Oj + 2 ■= 0/>

0/+i :=Op
<t>/+2 :=^2;

M:=M + 2;

7:=7+ 1;

0 G TF <Ojl

(Yes) Go to (5)

(No) 7:= 7+ 1;

0 G TF O/?

(Yes) Go to (5)

(No)Â- :=K + 1;

K<N1

(Yes)  Go to (6.1)

(No) Go to (7)

(7)7:=M;

(7.1) Bisect <>/ into <t>, and <t>2

<P>2/:=^>,;

O2/-1 :=<î>2;

7:=7-l;

I> 1?

(Yes) Go to (7.1)

(No) M :=2M;

Go to (2)

3. Convergence.  In this section we give sufficient conditions for convergence of

the algorithm (2.8).

3.1. Assumptions.

1. F = (fxf2 f3)T, F:D CR3 —*R3, F G (^(D), where P C D and D is an

open set;

2. 7" = min^p \detF'(X)\ > 0;

3. c? = minAreaP||F(Z)||2 > 0;

4. deg(F, Int 7^, 0) =¿ 0; _

5. h <h5 = min(l, «,, «2, «3, \Jd/(3r), d/(2p)), where « is the longest edge of

all tetrahedra in P, where

«, = l/(rHxH22),

h2 = l/r{[(E + 2p)2 + 2j/M sin yx]x'2 - (E + 2p)},
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-»2    i   •},• _:„ -,     <_ _,   (p   ,    w      i   -mi1/2«3 = l/r{[(^7772 + £77,)2 + 2/ sin 7, sin y2{E + 77, + r/2)}1

- (^/772 + £77,)} 1/(7; + 77, + r/2),

and where

7f = max ei»
i (Zifï+i^+fî^^Jf12,    ' = 1.2,3,

where fi+3 = f¡;

1/2
p = max \\F'{X)\\E,   where ||F'(JT)||£ =(   £ (f,,xPO)

X<EP \i,j=l       '   '

M = max ||F'(X)IL;      7 = max |det F'{X)\;
X<=P x<=p

77, = max \\F'{X)\\2 \      H2 = max  \\F'{X)-x ||2 ;
XBP X<=P

r=(l,,?)"2' whe,e,' = HI.(^))'

anc" 7, and 72 are the smallest positive angles defined by sin 7, = V3/3 and sin 72 =

V2. (see (2.4) and (2.5)).

6.  Let 0 < e < «5, where e appears in step (5) of the algorithm.

Note that all numbers E, p, M, J, 77,, 772 and r are finite since the considered

functions are continuous and P is compact.

Theorem 3.2. Suppose that all assumptions 3.1 except the fifth hold.   Then the

algorithm finds the points A¡, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 such that \\A¡ - Z\\2 < 2e, where Z is a

solution ofF{Z) = 0.

Proof.   We shall split the proof of this theorem into statements and proofs of a

series of lemmas.

For given positive ß, g and r consider a spindle-shaped region

Sß = {X G 7?3, X = (x, x2 x3)r : 0 < x, < ß and

||(0 x2 x3)T||2 < 1/(0Vl -ig2r/{2ß))2)%g2rxx(ß-xx)}.

It is well defined whenever

(3.1) g2r/(2ß)<l.

Suppose that r is as in the assumptions 3.1, ß = \\F(A) - F{B)\\2 and g = \\A - B\\2,

where A, B G P.   We want to show that g < «,implies that g2r <ß and, of course,

(3.1) holds.

Indeed, the inequality g<hx is equivalent to \\A - B\\2HXH\ < l/r.  Since

\\A - B\\2HX > \\F{A) - F{B)\\2 and 772 \\F{A) - F{B)\\2 > \\A - B\\2, then g2r < ß

and (3.1) holds.

Let T., be the linear transformation which transforms the vector {ß, 0, 0)T onto

the vector F{B) - F{A).  Let L2{X) = X + 7^4) be a translation. We now define the

region SAB by: SAB = {YGR3: Y = L2{LXX) for X G Sß}.  The sets Sß and SAB

are ilustrated in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1

We can now formulate the first lemma.

Lemma 3.3. If A, BE.P and g < «,, then the curve

Z = {Z{t) G R3: Z{t) = F{tB + (1 - t)A) for t G [0, 1]}

lies in SAB.

Proof.   LetA= (a, a2 a3)T, B = {bxb2 b3)T and X{t) = tB + (1 - t)A for

te [0, 1].  We know that

~ fXX(t)) = {bx - a,, b2 - a2, b3 - a3) ( -r-rf-

bx-ax

b2 -a2

b3 _a3'

By Schwarz's inequahty we get

d2

dt
-^-/,(*(0) < \\B-A\\\ max

p am)a2/, \2V'2     .
= g Qi-

Define Y{t) = tF{B) + (1 - f)F(,4) for f G [0, 1]. Then by the use of Lagrange

interpolation we get

F{X{t)) - Y{t) = iËTÛ/^ /,W))lí=(],|-/2(I(0)l(=(2,|- f3{X{t))\t=ty,

where f • G [0, 1], / = 1, 2, 3.   Combining these formulas, we get

(3.2) wwo) - non2 < mi - í)?2'-.

For fG [0,1], let IV(f) denote an envelope of the family of balls with centers

Y{t) and radii !¿f(l - t)g2r, see Figure 3.2. Then (3.2) states that the curve F{X{t))

lies in a bounded and closed set W whose boundary is W{t).  One can simply verify

that W C SAB, which completes the proof of Lemma 3.3.    D
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W(t) an envelope of the family of balls

Figure 3.2

Lemma 3.4. Let <X> AXA2EXE2 be a tetrahedron lying in P, with the edges of

length < min(«,«2) and the face angles > yx.   Then the intersection of the

regions SA A , SA E   and SA e2 has exactly one point F(A).

Proof.   Let lQ denote the length of the longest edge of <$> AXA2EXE2.  Note

that l0 < «, imphes that the spindle-shaped regions SA A , SA E   and Sa.e2 are

well defined.

We first wish to get a lower bound on the modulus of the sine of the angle

<p between F{A2) - F{AX) and F{EX) - F{AX); see Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3

For this purpose set

E, - A, = lf s¡: ||s*ll2 = 1,     / = 0, 1, 2, where E0 = A2

and WFiEj) - F(v4,)||2 = 5y.. By Taylor's formula we get

(3.3) FÍE,.) - F{A,) = ljF'{Ax)Tf+tf,    where |e¡ k \ < Wfqk

fork= 1,2, 3.  Finally,
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Isin <p\ = {[(f2(A2) -f2(Ax))(f3(Ex) -f3(Ax))

-(f3(A2) -f3{Ax)){f2{Ex) -f2{Ax))]2

+ WM2)- hiAiWiiEi)- fMi))

-(/1(^2)-/1(^1))C/3(£-1)-/3C41))]2

+ [(fx(A2)-fx(AxW2{Ex)-f2{Ax))

-(f2ÍA2)-f2ÍA1Wii£i)-fMl))]2}V2 • l/(«o«i)-

By Schwarz's inequality and (3.3) we get

/ .

|sin^|>l/(V3 50S,) /0/, det
fl,xx      $2,x2     f2,x,

\f3*l      f3>*2     f3>x3J

+ *l+íl

(3.4)

\fl,xx     fl,x2     fl,x3\

l0lx det a, a. + t?2 + £2

/q/j det

V3,xx    H,x2    J3,x3 I

h,xx   h,x2   'i,x3\

h,xx    h,x2   ?2,x3 + V3 + h

\    °l a2        a3   I

where the all derivatives are evaluated at A, and

«fc        eO,fc+l' el,fc + 2       eO,fc + 2   ' ei,fc + 2> k= 1,2,3,

^k       lO\el,k + 2   ¿L  ifk+l,x,S0,l)      el,fc+l   ¿L   ifk + 2,x,S0,lH
L 1=1 1=1 ' J

+ ll\eO,k+l   Y ifk + 2,x,Sl,¡) ~ eO,k + 2  Z,  ifk+ 1 ,x, Sl ,/)J

where e;> k + 3 = ejk, j = 0,l,and

\%k\<^l0l2x{q2k+x+q2k+2),

ai_S0,2Sl,3       S0,3S1,2>     a2_S0,3Sl,l       S0,1S1,3'    a3-S0,lSl,2       i0,2Sl,l-

(3.5)

\Vk\ < W0lx(l0 + hWk+l + qU2r^
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where 0^+3 =qk.

From Cramer's formula, (3.5) and the equation sin Q = (a2 + a2 + a3)% we

finally get

Isin <p\ > l/(V3S0S,)[/0/,//M sin 71--^- Q0 + h)rE ~ ̂ o^^J-

The angle <p belongs to (0,7r), so

.    .  ... sint¿; 1
tan(<#2) = — > -sin «p.

1 + cos ip      2

The region SA Ai, (rsp. 5^ i£.() lies entirely in a cone CA ¿2, (rsp. Ç4 ,£-,) with

vertex at F{AX) opening in the direction F{A2) - F{AX), (rsp. F(F,) - F{AX)) and

with interior angle 2u0, (rsp. 2m,), where

tan m, =-. — ,      / = 0, 1.
'     KfJ\ - (/?r/(2S;-))2

The regions SA A   and 5^ E   have only one common point F{AX) whenever the

corresponding cones CA A and CA E have only one common point F(v4,), that

is if

(3.6) tan u0 < Vtsimp,

(3.7) tan «, < &sin<¿>.

We will first prove (3.6).  Denote X{t) = Al + l^ for t G [0, 1].  Then

«i ^/¡n*«)* 2</,p

and similarly 50 < lQp.  Since 0 < /, < /0 (3.6) holds whenever

(3.8)      -.       °r < — [y/Msin7, -&rE - Vü3r2) -rV'
^     }       250Vl-{l2r/{280))2      2^107 °       Mi

Note that (3.8) is a quadratic inequality for /„.  This has a solution whenever

(3.9) 0 < l0 < h2 = l/r{[{E + 2p)2 + 2//Msin 7,] * - {E + 2p)}.

It is easy to show that (3.9) implies (3.7).  Thus, if 0 < /„ < min(«,, «2), then

■^j^j nsAxEx = 1{F[A1)}.  By an analogous argument we get $axa2 n^,£'2 ~

{F{AX)} and SAiEinSAiE2 = {F{AX)} for 0 < /0 < min(«,, h2).  These equations

imply that

SAxA2^sAiEinsAiE2 = {F{Ax)}.   D

Lemma 3.5. 7,ef the tetrahedron <$> AXA2EXE2 lie in P and let it belong to the

family generated by A, B, C, or D; see Section 2.   Let l0 be the length of its longest

edge, such that lQ < h4, where h4 = min(l, hx, h2, h3). Ifd&TF <$> AXA2EXE2,

then 0 G TF <$>{, where <$>■ is one of the tetrahedra constructed in step (6) of the

algorithm.
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Proof.   Let us illustrate the tetrahedra constructed in step (6) (see Figure 3.4). We

shall prove that for /0 < h4 and for all pairs of the indices m, j where m G {i + 1,

. . . , i + 7V/2 - 1}, / G {/ - 1,..., i-A//2 +1}, i = 1,..., N, the points F{Em)

and F(F;), {Ei±N = E{) lie on the opposite sides of the plane defined by the points

F{AX), F{A2) and FfF().  For N = 6 we get Figure 3.4.

P(Ec)

Figure 3.4

We first want to get the cosine of the angle between the vectors F\E¡) - F{AX) and

w¡ for /' = 1, . . . , N, j ¥= i, where w¡ is a normal to the plane defined by the points

FL4,), F{A2) and FiE¡).  For this purpose set

Ei-Ax =1^: ||s*||2 = 1,      i = 0,...,N,Eo=A2,

IIFÍF,.) - F{A,)||2 - S„    ï(A2-AvEt-Ai) = Qi,

■ï(™i,i> Et~Ai) - <«V>      i>t=l,-N,

where w, f is a normal to the plane defined by the points Ax, A2 and E¡.

■3(w,., F{Et) -F{AX))= yptt and Si±N = 6,, li±N = l¡, ut±NJ = co,,., <pt±Ni = <pti,

Qi±N = Q¡. Taylor's formula then yields

F(Et) - F{AX) = l(F'{A \) s¡ + tt,      i = 0,...,N,

where |e<>fc| < Wfqk, k= 1,2,3.

From the formula for the cosine between two vectors, the equation a? • st =

cos utl sin Q¡, i, t = 1, . . . , N, where

'S0,2Si,3_S0,3SI,2^

at =    S0,3S/,1 ~$0,lSi,3

\S0,lSi,2 _S0,2S<,1

and from the considerations similar to those used in the proof of Lemma 3.4 we get
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^ 4. tT\p'rA   \?   _i_ r?T   ,   ?7\

cos yt ¡ = ——-{det F'(4 j )/,/,■/„ cos cof ¡ sin Qt

Il w,-||2ôf

(3.9) +detF'{Ax)a'iTF'{Ax)-x -tt

+ ¡tivf + iiT)F'{Ax) tt  + (ft + ff) 7t],      t* i

where

*i,k = loUi,k + 2 Z  C4+1,^o,/)-eí,fc+l   Y í/fc + 2,x/0,/)J
í-1 /==1

+ h   eO,fc+l Z ifk + 2,x,Si,Ù ~ e0,fc + 2 Z   vfc+l,x,Si,/)     '
L Z=l ' 1=1 '       J

«<,* = eo,fc+i ' ei,k+2 ~ €o,k+2 ' ei,k+i>      k = 1,2, 3,

and

ef,fc + 3 = ei,k>        fk+3 = fk-

Schwarz's inequahty yields

\det F'iA^aYF'iA,)-1 tt | <J\\F'{Ax)-x\\2Xl2l.l0r,

(3.10) Kn, + y^ViK I   < \\FXAx)\\2tyl2iy + fc/,/0(7, + /0)r£),

KÎ + ît)T?t\<tyl2llr2 +^/,./0(// + l0)rE) ■ ftl)r.

From (2.4), (2.5)-, the assumption l¡ < l0 < 1, and (3.10) we find

ICOS <¿>r_,lllH'íll2

(3.11) > l/5f/,./o0' sin 7,sin 72 - ^ W* + *** + ***) ~ loi1/JH2r + ^M)

= PR,

where f =£ /'.   Furthermore, the inequalities 5,- < ¡¡p and a simple transformation yield

(3.12) F7?>0    for0</0<«3.

Next, (3.9) and (3.10) imply that

(3.13) Icos ¥>f>/||w,||2 -Ltt\<Pti,

where

Lti = l/ôrdet F'iAx)ltl¡l0 cos u>t,-sin gr,

7>,,. = l/5f[^/2/,./0/772/- + Kltl2l2Hxr2 + J^Voft + /0>F77,

+ W2rtylfl20r2 + *#„(/, + /0>F)].
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Moreover, (3.12) implies that for 0 < /0 < min(l, h3)

(3.14) &t,i\>Pt,i-

From the construction sign(cos com/) = -sign(cos co-,).  This equation, (3.13) and

(3.14) give sign(cos <pmi) = -sign(cos <p¡ ¡), which we wanted to get.  From this,

Lemmas 3.3, 3.4 and a geometric interpretation (see Figure 3.4) we get Lemma 3.5.   D

The next two lemmas will be proven in the «-dimensional case, where « > 2.

3.15. Assumptions.

1. Let F : D C Ä" —► 7?" belong to C2(7)), where D is an open set.

2. Let P C D be the «-dimensional polyhedron, and P = \JfLxS¡, where St are

the «-dimensional simplexes such that Int S¡ O Int 5- = 0,ii= j.

3. minXGdP\\ FiX)\\2 = d > 0.

4. deg(F, Int P, 0) * 0.

5. g is the length of the longest edge (one-dimensional face) of any simplex S¡

in P.

6. TFS¡ denotes a simplex with the vertices Fis¡ •), where s., are the vertices of

a simplex S{.

1.  r = iH?=xq2)V2, where

a2/, \2\"2

9< = Tl,?.(öt7) )   ' / =

8. p = max^gpllF'pQII^, where

r<^*-(J^/*»2Y
We can now formulate

Lemma 3.6. 7/r«e assumptions (3.15) (1—7) are satisfied and g < \fd/irn),

then 6 G TFS¡   for some simplex S¡   in P.

Proof.   Let us define a linear transformation G¡ on every simplex S¡ such that

Gißij) = F(sif).  The resulting transformation G is defined as G(X) = G{(X) if X G 5,-.

Observe that G is continuous on P.

Let ^ be any point in P.  Then there exists a simplex 5,- such that X G S,-.   Let

us find an upper bound on \\F\X) - G(X)\\2.  Note that X = txsix + (1 - tx)t2si2 +

• • • + (1 - f,) • • • (1 - f„_,) itnsin + (1 - tn)sin+x) for some f,, t2, . . . , t„,

where t¡ G [0, 1] for /= 1, ... , n.  Then from the inequality (3.2), which also

holds for n > 2, we obtain

\\FiX)-GiX)\\2 <g2r/S + (1 - í,)¿r2r/8 + • • • + (1 - f,)(l - f2) • • • (1 - f„_,)

• g2r/8 < ngV8.

If g <\Jd/irn), then

||F- GHp = sup ||F(J0 - GiX)\\2 < «^2r/8 < d/8.
X<EP

Moreover, 0 < núnxedP\\FiX) - 0||2 = c? > 7/8<i.  These inequalities and Theorem
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6.2.1 of [2] give

deg(F, Int P, 0) = deg(G, Int P, 0).

Since deg(F, Int P, 0) ^ 0, we get deg(G, Int P, 0) i= 0; and by Kronecker's theorem

(see [2]), there exists a point ZeP such that GiZ) = 0.  That is, Z G S{   for some

Sj   C P.  This implies, however, by the linearity of G on 5,-   that 0 G TGS¡0 =

TFSi0-    □

Lemma 3.7.  Let all of the assumptions (3.15) be satisfied; let S¡   C P be a simplex

such that 0 G rF5,-   and g < d/i2p).   Then

(iif.\ "^       IIJr-y|L>^.
(3.16) JresIo;Ye3P 2

Proof.   Every point Z of Fp-5,-   can be uniquely represented in the form

Z = zZpxa¡Fisio>¡), where a, G [0, 1], / = 1, . . . , « + 1, and ZjStfay = 1.   Let

I, fGP and jf(f) = F + ríX - K), t G [0, 1].  Then

HX) - FiY) = (X - Y)T J * F'iXit)) dt   and    i|FL¥) - F(r>||2 < \\X - Y\\2p.

Now let \\X - Y\\2 = k and X G S,     Y G 97> be such points that

minK&s. -H/eapll ̂  - W\\2 = \\X - Y\\2 ; these exist because the sets P and S¡   are
'o' °

compact.   By the triangle inequality,

HZ II, =

>

n+l rt+1

;=i /=i °

n+l

wHX)\\2- y «,mx)-n%.i)h-
i=i

However, ||X - sic)ß2 <gforj=l,-« + 1, and ||F(Z)||2 > \\FiY)\\2 -

¡|F(X) - 7^1(101^ • From these inequalities we get

(3.17)   ||Z||2 > \\HY)\\2 - kp. - "Y <*¡Pg = \\FiY)\\2 -ik+g)p>d-ik+ g)p.
i=i

Since Z is an arbitrary point of TFS¡ , then (3.17) and the assumption that g < d/i2.p)

yields 0 £ TFSi(j whenever k <g. Hence, (3.16) holds.   D

Completion of Proof of Theorem 3.2.  a.   Let us assume that all assumptions

3.1 are satisfied.  We thus arrive at step (3) of the algorithm and by Lemma 3.6

we there find a tetrahedron <£>• such that 0 G TF <t>¡. We thus arrive at step (5)

in which we check whether or not gt, the length of the longest edge of <>,-, is less than

or equal to e. If so, we print out g¡ and the vertices <£>,- k of <$>,- and go to (STOP).

If no, we proceed to step (4).

If we construct the tetrahedra around each edge of <>,. as in step (6) of the

algorithm, then (2.7) and Lemma 3.5 imply that TF<¡>¡ C U/=i^(<>/), where <^>j

are the constructed tetrahedra.  Since 0 G TF<$>¡, there exists a point Z G <£>,• ,

/0 G {1, 2, . . . , t] such that FiZ) = 0.   From Lemma 3.7 each of these tetrahedra
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lies entirely in P.   Moreover, from the construction ||Z - <£>,. fc||2 < 2g¡ < 2e, k =

1, 2, 3, 4.  Now suppose that g¡ > e. Then, in step (4) we bisect <t>f and check

which of the new tetrahedra <£>-, / = 1,2, satisfies 0 G FF <]>•.  If one of the

TF <£>• does contain 0, we return to step (5).  If no TF <£>■ contains 0, we proceed

to step (6).  By Lemma 3.7 the newly formed tetrahedra in step (6) lie entirely in P.

Moreover, by Lemma 3.5 there exists a <t>f such that 0 G TF <£>..  We then return

to step (5).  In all cases we remain in steps (4), (5), (6).  At every bisection the

longest edge of a tetrahedron is halved—so after a finite number of returns to step

(5) the inequality g¡ < e has to be satisfied.

b.   Let us now assume that all of the assumptions 3.1 except 5 hold.  In this

case we either achieve convergence in steps (4), (5), (6); or we may pass to step (7)

from step (3), because 0 is not contained in any TF <£>• for i = 1, 2, . . . , M, or

from step (6) because the newly constructed tetrahedron is not entirely in F or

0 ^ TF <J>- for all <£>■ constructed in step'(6).   However, each time we arrive

at step (7) the longest edge of each tetrahedron in F is halved, so after a finite number

of steps the assumption 3.1—5 becomes satisfied.  D

The Rate of Convergence. If we traverse the route steps (4), (5), (4), (5) . . . ,

then the error after n evaluations of F is 0(2~"¡3) as n —► °°.  In the worst case, if

we traverse steps (5), (4), (6), (5), (4), (6) . . . then the error after « evaluations of

F is Oi2~nlx 5) as « —► °°. Numerical tests indicate that a bond 6X2~"/3) is rather

practical when « is sufficiently small.

4. Numerical Tests of the Algorithm.  The algorithm (2.8) has been tested on

the CDC 6000 computer for the following functions:

(41> Hx.y, z)

(4.2) Fix, y, z)

(4.3) Fix, y, z)

(4.4) Hx, y, z)

(x-0.5)xo(y-0.5)z      \

cos(O-0.5)2)-(x-1.5)2

(y + z- 1.0)2

exp(sin(x + y + 4z - 3)) - 1.0

cos((y-0.5)2)-(x-1.5)2

\ O+z-1.0)2

^3    \

\

(x + 1.5)4-160+z)

cos(Cv-0.5)2)-(x-1.5)2

(y+z-1.0)2

/      (x-0.5)10Cv-0.5)z

cos(O-0.5)2)-(x-1.5)2

\      cos(x + y + z - 1.5)

/
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(4.5) ^x, y, z) =

I (x-0.5)lo(y-0.5)z \

cos((y - 0.5)2) - (x - 1.5)2

\(x-0.5)10 + 0 - 0.5)(z - 0.5)

In the case (4.1) we get convergence starting from the three parallelepipeds

F, = [-V2/2, V2/2]  x [- 1, 1]  x [-V2/2, V2/2],

F2 = [ - V2, V2]  x [- 2, 2]  x [-V2, y/2],

P3 = [- 2V2, 2V2]  x [- 4, 4]  x [- 2>/5, 2yß] •

We solved (1.1) in 144 steps within an error of IO-14.  For the functions (4.4) and

(4.5) we obtained solution to IO-2 accuracy only, because there too little storage was

reserved in the computer (we required over 36000 words).   That is why we did not

obtain solution for the functions (4.2) and (4.3). It seems to us that the amount of storage

needed for the algorithm can sometimes be significant.

5.  Final Comments.  There are a number of interesting problems to study

regarding this algorithm—for instance:

1. Can the algorithm be generalized to the «-dimensional case?

2. For the function (4.1) we obtained root Z such that det F'(Z) = 0. Does the

algorithm always converge in this case?

3. How might this method be combined with one which converges more rapidly

near a root?

4. How can one solve the problem of excessive storage requirements?

We shall study these problems in the future.
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